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Diving 101
Competition Guide for Parents
The jump from recreational diving to competition can be baffling for families new to the sport
of diving. This guide will assist you in navigating diving as a competitive sport, regardless of
the level that your child may be competing in.

Is my child ready for competition?
Generally, divers in Development I, Development II, and Competitive training groups with
Cygnus are working towards their “list” for competition and are expected to compete at the
Nova Scotia Provincial Championships and the Atlantic Championships. Each diver competes
in a category based on their age.
Your child’s coach (and possibly even your diver!), will know if they have their list for
competition. Even if they do not have the required list, divers are encouraged to come to the
competitions and enjoy the camaraderie of other divers and teams, and cheer on their
teammates.

The Groups/Categories
Dive Groups by
Birth Year

2018
Competition Year

2019
Competition Year

2020
Competition Year

2020
Competition Year

Group A

Born in 2000,
2001, 2002

Born in 2001,
2002, 2003

Born in 2002,
2003, 2004

Born in 2003,
2004, 2005

Group B

2003 or 2004

2004 or 2005

2005 or 2006

2005 or 2007

Group C2

2005

2006

2007

2008

Group C1

2006

2007

2008

2009

Group D2

2007

2008

2009

2010

Group D1

2008 or later

2009 or later

2010 or later

2011 or later

A diver’s group is based on their age. For competitions in 2019, the group is based on the
diver’s age as of December 31, 2018. D1 is a diver’s first year in the D category, D2 is their
second year in the D category, etc
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The Levels of Competition
Participation (PLOUF): This level of competition is mainly to introduce divers to competition
and judging, in preparation for future competition. Some groups have a required list of dives/
jumps. Divers in this category will compete only on 1m and/or 3m springboards. All divers in
this category receive a ribbon/certificate for participating, regardless of their standing after
judging.
Tier II (Development I, Development II): Equivalent to a provincial level of competition.
Divers in this category are required to complete a standard list of dives, but the list is less
demanding than in Tier I. Divers in Tier II may be competing on 1m, 3m springboards, and
platform(s). Medals are awarded to the top 3 finishers in each group for male and female.
Tier I (Competitive): The highest level of competition, equivalent to a national level. Divers
competing at Tier I are trying to achieve scores to qualify for national diving events (junior
nationals, senior nationals, etc). Medals are awarded to the top 3 finishers in each group for
male and female.

Judging
In competition, judges are assessing the following criteria:
1) starting position on the board or platform (for example, if starting in handstand position,
is the handstand strong, is there a wobble, or more than one attempt to get into it)
2) approach and hurdle (the travel along the board, what the hurdle looks like)
3) take-off (the height, how close to the board)
4) flight (in the air, how tight are the positions in flight)
5) entry (when they enter the water, how much splash. Ask your diver about “rip entries”)
Judges award a score between 0 and 10, in half-point increments. The judges panel consists
of 5 judges. The top and bottom scores are discarded, the remaining scores are averaged
and then multiplied by the degree of difficulty (DD) of the dive. Visit www.diving.ca if you’d
like additional information on judging or to look at the rulebook for diving.
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The Diving Numbers and Letters
Each dive is made up of a series of numbers, and a letter. In combination, these indicate the
dive. This infographic is also available at www.diving.ca/en/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=33&Itemid=175
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What to Expect on Competition Day
Competitions generally take place over 2-3 days. Your diver should be present for the entirety
of the competition, whether they are competing that day or not. It’s important (and very
useful) to watch divers in other groups.
The schedule is posted in the meet package (on our website) before we know how many
divers will be in each group. Events can be changed by DPC representatives before
competition begins, or “in the moment” if groups are to be combined. This could mean that
your diver was scheduled for Event 1 after lunch on Day 2, but is now competing in the
morning of Day 1, etc. This is why it’s important that your diver be present for the whole
competition.
There will be open warm-ups and event warm-ups on the schedule. Any diver can participate
in the open warm-up. These warm-ups tend to be very busy as divers are vying for more time
on the boards before they compete. Before each event, or group of events, there will be an
event warm-up just for divers competing in that event.
What to bring:
1) extra towels
2) change of clothes (or something to keep warm on deck)
3) food (some events will have canteen and lunch options, some will not), and there isn’t
usually time between events to go get something. It’s better to arrive with everything you
need for the day. Most kids enjoy getting a snack at the canteen, so send them with a few
dollars. Pack healthy snacks and a refillable water bottle, too.
4) athletes will need their team suits and/or team gear

How a Competition is Run
It takes many volunteers to run a successful competition. Here are some of the roles at a
competition:
Meet Manager: the meet manager has overall responsibility for the competition and will
work with coaches, and volunteer to run the logistics of the competition. This role is usually
filled by a senior coach.
Technical/Office: behind the scenes operation of the computers and computer system used
for registering the divers, and tallying their results to be submitted to Diving Plongeon
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Canada. Technical prints the lists of dives for each diver, and the results sheets. This role is
usually filled by parent volunteers.
Office Assistant: help with setup and tear-down of the computer equipment. Ensure that
results sheets are printed and posted.
Scoring Table: 3 volunteers are set up on the pool deck to record the judge’s scores for each
diver. There are 2 computer stations, and one manual station to record scores. Filled by
parent volunteers.
Announcer: the announcer is responsible for announcing each diver, which dive they will be
performing, followed by the judge’s individual scores. They will also announce any logistical
or housekeeping information over the sound system, and awards at the medals ceremony. A
volunteer who is comfortable pronouncing names in French.
Hospitality: a hospitality room is set up for coaches, officials, and volunteers (divers are not
permitted in the hospitality room, unless they are present with their coach to discuss/review/
change their dive list with technical). A parent volunteer will take charge of the hospitality
room to ensure that those involved in running of the competition are fed throughout the day.
Organized and run by parent volunteers.
Canteen: for larger events, like Atlantics, Cygnus will run a canteen. The canteen can include
snacks, drinks, and boxed lunches, both for athletes and spectators. The canteen is also a
fundraising opportunity for the club. Organized and run by parent volunteers. Sometimes the
divers not competing that day will take shifts in the canteen (young divers will take a shift with
a parent).
Runner: you help where needed, and to get supplies that may be off-site (ex. Picking up
paper at Staples).

Competition Etiquette
Upon arrival to the venue your athlete should check in with their designated coach for the
event (usually upstairs in the dryland area).
Divers will be expected to stay with their team and are encouraged to interact with visiting
athletes (those in their groups will likely be competing against each other for years to come!).
Divers should also be encouraging and cheering for their teammates. Diving in a competition
can be stressful for the diver - remember, the diver is alone on the board, all eyes on them, so
cheers (when appropriate) from teammates can make all the difference to that athlete.
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The judges will determine when events are ready to begin and will cue the athlete on the
board with a beep. At this time it is expected for the gallery to remain quiet. The diver has
one minute to complete the dive after the beep sounds. If they do not complete the dive, it’s
counted as a “balk”. It’s appropriate to cheer and clap after a great dive, but remember, it
takes time for the athlete to surface after their dive so you may want to hold your applause
until they can hear it!
After each diver completes their dive, the announcer will call out their individual scores. It’s
not appropriate to make comments, or question the scores from the judges (if there is
something to be protested, it will be done by the coach). In hockey, football, and some other
sports, it’s customary to loudly disagree with a referee’s call - not in diving.
Events can run long and it’s not always an ideal venue for small children. Keep in mind that
the gallery gets really hot, there is a full flight of stairs to get there, and the gallery benches
aren’t comfortable for sitting for long periods of time. Some family members may not be
comfortable in this environment for a full competition. While we’d love for all families to bring
a crew to watch the events, in some cases it’s just not feasible, so keep this in mind when
inviting friends and family. The club endeavours to keep families informed of the progress of
the day through social media, however, coaches and event organizers are not responsible for
communicating to individuals that are not on site if the order of events or timing has
changed. This is why it’s pertinent for athletes to prepare to be at the pool for the FULL event.
Please refrain from “coaching” your child from the stands. That’s the job of the coaches ondeck. You get to sit back and watch your athlete.
If at any time an athlete is injured please do not rush to the pool deck. Often it is a minor
incident, such as a “smack”. It’s important for the coach to work through this with the athlete
first. If you are needed on deck someone will call you down.
Unless parents are volunteering at the event and required in a position to be on deck, they
are NOT permitted to be on the pool deck.
Eating is not permitted on the pool deck. Athletes who wish to eat can go to the stands, but
should be sure to leave the stands tidy. Officials and coaches are usually okayed by the pool
staff to have food on deck because they don’t have time eat, otherwise.
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